Neil Thomas Sailing Scholarship

Rationale:

- To assist boys who have the desire and ability to actively compete in sailing but who do not have the resources to do so
- Except in special situations (e.g. Team racing or there being two boys especially deserving), the scholarship is intended to be awarded annually to a boy.

Amount of Scholarship: $5000 per year

Areas suitable for Expenditure:

- Specialist sailing training each year for one (1) school boy as ‘skipper’, preferably favouring the small one or two crew yachts
- ‘Grub-stake’ his personal seasonal/yearly endeavour of training by financing approved costs for each competition or championship qualified
- Expenses to include all costs of freight, personal instruments, travel, and accommodation to ensure the student is fitted out comparably with his colleagues when competing in the Tasmanian, interstate or international sailing championships
- Approved repairs and maintenance costs of his boat

Selection Procedure

Interested boys need to complete a letter of application to the Headmaster. Applications should include:

- Details of sailing ability
- Outline of personal attributes
- Outline how the scholarship finance will assist your sailing endeavour

Applications close: Wednesday 19 November 2014

Selection Committee

A selection committee consisting of the Headmaster, Head of Sport, Head Sailing Coach, and two members of the sailing community as chosen by the Headmaster, will determine all matters relating to the yearly selection of a candidate.